Henry Harris Hates Haitches

Page 7: bed, rug, wallpaper, lamp, bedside table, desk, chair

Page 17: The frog is on Henry’s head. The rabbit is behind the hedge. The mole is in Henry’s bag.

Page 20: Harry is thirty-four kilos.

Page 25:

Play Station 1

1 A Henry Harris / “I hate haitches!” / hamburgers, B Harry Hopper / “I’m not Hannah Hunter’s friend!” / friend, C Hannah Hunter / “Ha! Ha! There’s ‘Enry ‘Arris!” / pink, D Miss Hill / “Where’s your homework” / History.

2 F H is for hamster / My favourite pet. B And when he’s not well / Then I am the vet! D H is for hair / That grows from your head. A It’s blonde and it’s brown C It’s black and it’s red.

3 ‘Arry → Harry ‘Ey → Hey ‘omework → homework ‘ow → how ‘aven’t → haven’t ‘ide → hide ‘ome → home ‘old → hold

5 A eight, B hand, C hill, D ear, E hedge, F old, G hat, H eye

6 A hand, B hedge, C eye, D eight, E hat, F hill, G old, H ear
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Play Station 2


2 A Henry is putting the rope in his bag. B Henry is going into the park. C Henry is pulling Harry out of the hole. D Henry and Harry are laughing and hugging.

3 A haitches, B friends, C homework, D bag, E voice, F hole, G hug, H home

4 heights, head, pet, hedge, hole, heavy, hateful, hug, children, friend, laugh, happy, little, hollow, highest, run, handsome, deep, he The remaining letters spell: Hip! Hip! Hooray!

5 A It’s half past seven. B It’s a quarter past ten. C It’s eleven o’clock. D It’s a quarter to four. E It’s twenty-five past five. F It’s five to two.

6 A  B  C  D

7 A  B  C  D  E  F

8 A Henry gets up at half past seven. B School starts at a quarter past nine. C Everyone has lunch at half past twelve. D School finishes at twenty past three. E Henry does his homework at a quarter to five. F Henry goes to bed at nine o’clock.
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9  A hamster, B dog, C rabbit, D frog, E mole, F worm, G bat

10

11 A Henry is taller than Scott but shorter than David.
    B David is fatter than Scott and Henry.
    C Scott is thinner than Henry.
    D Henry is shorter than David but taller than Scott.
    E Scott’s hair is longer than Henry’s and David’s.
    F Henry’s hair is shorter than David’s.